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Bob Books was the brainchild of Bobby Lynn Maslen, a preschool teacher at Catlin Gabel School in
Portland from 1968 to 1980. Her students had a desire to be readers and to discover how words
and pictures tell a story, and she searched for engaging books that used the letter-sound concepts
they were learning. When she couldn’t find materials that she thought would work, she created Bob
Books, a highly successful series that has been in print since 1980.

In the early 1970s, when Bobby was beginning her search for primary reading materials, the iconic
Dick and Jane Books were widely used. Based on a “look-say” concept, targeted words are
repeated throughout those books, encouraging children to recognize and read familiar words on
sight. Maslen took a different approach. Using typing paper cut into postcard-sized pages, she and
her students created stories that used three-letter words and a handful of letters. Through
trial-and-error they created the first Bob Book, Mat, which employed only four words—Mat sat on
Sam—made of the letters a, m, s, and t, plus the sight word “on.” Maslen wrote out simple
sentences and helped students identify the letter sounds (decoding) in each word. Then she and
the students made line drawings to fill in the action.

Encouraged by the positive effect the books had, Maslen printed three hundred sets at the school
print shop and packaged them in plastic sandwich bags for students to use in the classroom and at
home. The initial goal was to produce one set of a dozen twelve-page books. Maslen had a degree
in design from the Rhode Island School of Design School, and her husband John, a watercolor
artist and architect, illustrated the books, creating line figures similar to those the students had
drawn at school.

The demand for Bob Books grew, with requests coming from parents and then friends of parents
who wanted to buy them. More sets of the books followed, and in 1980, the Maslens decided to
create, produce, and sell the books themselves at their home in West Linn. They were soon filling
orders from around the country. Through her use of a predominantly phonics-based approach, her
understanding of what appealed to children, and her business acumen, Bobby Lynn Maslen was a
literacy innovator whose books would influence generations of readers worldwide.

Bob Books received positive reviews in the Washington Post, USA Today, and other newspapers,
and in 1994 was licensed by Scholastic Inc. The books are now available internationally, with
significant use in Asia and Europe. As of 2018, over 16.5 million Bob Books were in print.
Scholastic sells over a million sets a year, published as apps and games in addition to printed and
digital books.

Bobby Maslen died of complications of Alzheimer disease in August 2018 at the age of
eighty-seven. John Maslen lives in Portland, and daughter Lynn Maslen Kertell manages the family
connection to the business.
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1   Phonemic awareness is one of the best predictors of success in learning to read.

International Reading Association, 1998

2   Phonics instruction improves children's ability to identify words.

National Academy of Education, Center for the Study of Reading, 1984
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